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Editors’ Introduction 

 
Welcome to the first issue of KLIK for 2014/15.  This is a special year for the Mississauga Camera Club 

being our 60th Anniversary!  In recognition of this occasion, KLIK has been given a new look and will be 

featuring articles and pictures from the past in each issue to trace the path from our humble beginnings 

in 1954 to the highly-regarded club in the GTA that we are today.  Our club historian Audrey Cherevaty 

has uncovered a wealth of material from the archives which you won’t want to miss.  We would encourage 

any club member who has photos or memories to share, to submit them to Audrey at any time. 

 

Four issues will be published this year and posted on the club website following each competition.  Again 

this year, KLIK will keep you informed of current-year competition results, and profile winners from last 

year.  We also are also looking to members to submit items of interest and learning to share with your 

fellow club members, and will tap some of you on the shoulder from time-to-time for a contribution.   

 

This is your club and your KLIK and so any and all ideas are welcomed to make this an interesting and 

relevant publication. We look forward to hearing from you and getting your feedback. 

 

Co-Editors Pradipta Datta and Jim Evans 

 

 

 
 

Message from MCC President  

Marty Pinker 
 

This year, the Mississauga Camera Club is celebrating the fact that it has been in existence for 
sixty years. In the world of photography, that period spans most of the key developments in 
its evolution.  

  
Consider the following: Back in 1954, I had a Brownie 127, and its cost was $4.75! Black and 

white snapshots were the norm, taken on rolls of 12 exposures, and sent away for at least two 
weeks to be processed as small prints. The alternative was to build your own darkroom at 
home, and ruin the bathtub with chemicals, as I did! 

 
Colour slide film became popular, thanks to Kodachrome and Ektachrome, around 1960. We 

were treated to lengthy slide projector shows of the family's travels. Colour photography was 
very expensive, so it was often reserved for special occasions. 
 

In 1965, the low priced Polaroid Swinger took instant photography into the mainstream. 
 

In the 1970’s, Single Lens Reflex cameras were becoming more and more sophisticated for the 
serious photographer. For casual photographers, automatic “point and shoot” were increasing 

in popularity. 
 
In the 1980’s, Sony introduced its Mavica camera which recorded its images on 3 ½ inch floppy 

discs. I remember returning from a trip to Europe with 15 bulky boxes of the discs! 
 

In the mid to late 1990s digital cameras became common among consumers. By the mid-2000s 
digital cameras had largely replaced film cameras. Now, we are able to take unlimited shots 
and chimp them within seconds.  
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By the beginning of the 2010s smart phones had an integrated digital camera, and sales of 
traditional digital cameras began to decline as smart phones became increasingly popular. 
Today, the quality of images shot with the latest iPhone is exceptional.  Concurrently, mirrorless 

interchangeable lens cameras are gaining popularity. 
 

We all take selfies. Photo sharing has mushroomed. My own images on flickr passed one million 
views last year. There are over 250 billion photos on Facebook. And who needs a movie camera? 
Most of our digital equipment takes movies, and we can share them with the world immediately 

on YouTube. The hefty photo albums and shoe boxes of prints of yester year, are today replaced 
by online archives and photo books. Sadly the print is slowly dying. 

  
Today, everyone is a photographer.  At events, there are often more people taking pictures 

than participating.  And stock libraries have more sellers than buyers, at cents per image. 
  
The Club has continued to evolve. We have embraced the Internet with a website, and an active 

Facebook presence. We have a thriving Creative Special Interest Group which is pushing the 
boundaries of artistic digital processing. This season, we are moving to remote online judging 

of our digital competitions.  In October the Club hosted a popular CAPA Judging Course, so we 
have a group of future judges in the making. We also have groups which specialize in travel, 
macro, landscape and street photography.  

 
As we look to the next decade, it's hard to imagine what dramatic changes lay ahead. 
 

       

 

Mississauga Camera Club History 
Editor: The history is comprised of the following three segments.  First we have the March 11, 1954 

official announcement of the Lorne Park Camera Club - our original name – in the Port Credit Weekly.  

Next, in the fall of 2004 Ron Manning wrote a history of the club’s early years for the Canadian Camera 

publication and we’ve shown the original write-up.  And finally, Past President Doug Johnston has 

reported on his memories of the past 10 years. 

 

 
Official Announcement in Port Credit Weekly 

March 11, 1954 

“Lorne Park – Last month two meetings were held 
in an effort to co-ordinate the many recreational 
groups now functioning independently in Lorne 

Park.  A committee has been formed to continue 
investigation of the possibilities. 

 
Meanwhile, however, it is encouraging to report 
that, out of those two meetings, something 

definite did emerge (though not what you might 
expect!):  the formation of a Camera Club.  Bill 

Cumberland, Crescent Road, showed up at one of the gatherings and said that he had quite an 
assortment of photographic equipment, had been dabbling in photography for some time, and 
would like to get together with other kindred souls in the community.  Response was 

instantaneous; camera fiends both amateur and semi-professional answered the call, and the 
Lorne Park Camera Club is now on its way, with plenty of room for more members.”  
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The Last 10 Years 
By Past President Doug Johnston 

 

What was really surprising in the last decade was how quickly members of the club moved into digital 

photography.  In fact in only three years about 95% of the club had made the switch from film and as 

the change evolved even the film photographers were scanning their images into digital so they could 

use the powerful photo editing tools that were emerging.  At the same time the advent of digital software 

made composing photo essays more accessible and the club started to develop some talented individuals 

in that field. 

 

Meanwhile primarily because of rumours regarding changes to the club`s meeting place at the Port Credit 

library, the executive started to cast around for other meeting venues.  Fortunately, at the same time 

the Cawthra Seniors Centre was trying to expand the use of their facility in the evenings so there was a 

serendipitous match.  The upshot was the club relocated its meetings on February 1, 2007.  This move 

had several significant consequences, the most obvious being the ability to offer memberships to a 

number of people who had been on a growing wait list (which at one point was almost equal to the 

membership).  From a membership of around 90 at the beginning of 2000 the club now exceeds 200 

enthusiastic photographers.  

 

A second, perhaps more subtle impact was that the club was able to use space at the centre to run 

Saturday workshops on a more consistent basis, rather than in small rented rooms or even at members’ 

homes. This allowed the number of participants to increase, and with the willingness to share their 

expertise by members, the workshops became a cornerstone for the development of photographic and 

image editing skills. In fact, the quality and reasonable price of our workshops has been cited as another 

reason new members join. 

 

The club has also had an active series of outings over the years, not only to local destinations but also 

farther afield to areas of the province like the Bruce Peninsula; Owen Sound or Prince Edward County; 

or simply a day exploring waterfalls around SW Ontario 

 

Recently small groups of members have formed Special Interest Groups (SIG’s) to explore specific areas 

of interest such as Macro (Close Up) Photography ; Creative Imaging (the use of a variety of in camera 

and digital editing tools); Street Photography; Image Appreciation; Travel Photography and so on. 

All of these activities have contributed to the growth of a community of fellowship and enthusiasm for 

the photographic arts 

 

Since we moved, our relationship with the Centre has been a very collegial one, and the club was the 

initiator and contributed towards the expense to replace a somewhat antiquated projection screen with 

the current motorized drop down version.  The only complaint we have received in our relationship is the 

tendency for our monthly meetings to run late when we have one of our outstanding speakers, another 

of the foundations of the club.   

 

This is an area where the club has been most successful,  

attracting a broad range of professional and amateur  experts 

including icons of Canadian photography; Freeman Patterson; 

Andre Gallant; George Webber; Tony Hauser; Helen Anne Fortin 

and Mississauga`s own George Hunter to name a few.  All our 

presenters have wowed the members with the quality, history 

and techniques they use to produce their images. The club 

program over these years also included titles such as “Show and 

Share”, where members displayed images and received critical 

feedback from other members and has morphed into the “Image 

Appreciation” SIG; presentations on “What Judges Look For”; 

Photo Essay evenings and a variety of shows by members on their travels or their expertise in bird or 

underwater photography.  Four evenings a season continue to be set aside for competition results. 
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As the club evolved, of course, other changes took place which recognized the changing requirements of 

members.  The Executive structure was changed to a shared leadership so no one member had to commit 

to several years in a position on the Committee, particularly the President’s position which is now rotated 

among three directors.  Volunteers for all activities are always welcomed. Volunteers are what makes 

the club so successful. 

Not to be forgotten in all these developments, was the fantastic growth 

in skills of numerous members to complement the outstanding 

achievements of some older members.  Judges for our competitions 

have often commented on the quality of the club`s photographers.  

The result was that when participating in interclub competitions like 

that of the Greater Toronto Council of Camera Clubs, not only did some 

members take home significant honours, but the club consistently 

placed amongst the top group.  One highlight, in 2010, was an 

exhibition by club photographers in a show called Nurses at Work at 

The Living Arts Centre Gallery, which displayed the members Black 

and White photography skills to the public. 

 

What is most exciting, as the club looks forward, is that even with the dramatic changes in photographic 

technology and expectations of new ones to come, there continues to be a solid foundation of a fully 

vibrant, active and enthusiastic membership.  

 
KLIK: Jan 1960 
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Herb Martin 

By MCC Historian, Audrey Cherevaty 

Each year MCC awards 3 President's Trophies in the Memory of Herb Martin. Who was Herb Martin?  

Herb became a member for the 1959/60 season. After reading the KLIK file and the Executive Minutes 

file, you discover he was a busy man. Not only was he our President, but at one time a Vice President, 

Past President, Print Chairman and KLIK Editor. He was on the Salon Committee, witness to Print 

Competition, Presenter, Outings Leader, contributor to the KLIK and held executive meetings in his home. 

After Herb Martin, who passed away suddenly on Saturday, March 25, 1967, the "Presidents Trophies" 

were presented to the South Peel Camera Club by Stew Martin (who was President at the time) in memory 

of his Father.  

KLIK: Dec 1962 
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A HERB MARTIN TROPHY  
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Profile of a Competition Winner (2013/14) 
Sandra Hawkins 

1st in Digital Advanced (Ron Manning Trophy) & Best in Nature (Herb Martin Trophy) 

 

Editor: Tell us a little of your back ground (where you grew up, where you’ve lived & worked, what you 

do outside of photography, etc.) 

Sandra: I was born and raised in a small community in southern Manitoba, attending the University in 

Winnipeg, and then continued on to graduate school in Wisconsin and Toronto. I taught technical 

mathematics and communications at the college level.   

I consider myself a naturalist/conservationist above all.   I am involved with many groups that advocate 

for the preservation of Canada's ecosystems. I freely share my photographs with these groups who then 

use them to promote a variety of environmental causes. My guilty pleasures include wilderness camping, 

football (CFL, US College and NFL) and stock car racing. 

 

Editor: How & when did you become interested in photography?  Relate some of your early experiences 

that influenced your work. 
Sandra: I became interested in photography as a means of capturing moments in nature. My first ‘real’ 

camera was a Canon FTb that I purchased used from a friend. It had fallen out of a canoe and had 

received quite a bath. I bought it for $25 and it served me very well for several years.  

 

Editor: How has your interest evolved & what do you like shooting today? 
Sandra: Nature photography will always be my number one interest. Being surrounded by nature and 

reveling in the joys it has to offer is my idea of paradise. I prefer the wilderness experience and the 

sense of accomplishment when, as a photographer, I, as a visitor to the natural world, am rewarded with 

a glimpse into the private life of its creatures. I do not intrude. I use only natural light. I do not play 

recordings. I let nature come to me. 

Travel photography also has a special interest. The landscapes, architecture, peoples, food, and all the 

other pleasures that arise when I leave my comfort zone and partake in the exotica the world has to 

offer are preserved in my images.  

 

Editor: What camera equipment and post-processing tools do you use? 

Sandra: My first digital camera was a Minolta Dimage 7. I then purchased a small Nikon Coolpix that 

may be attached to my Nikon telescope. It takes very sharp images, but may be used effectively only 

from a stationary position. After utilizing a range of Canon Rebels, my present "go to" camera is a Canon 

70D with Canon lenses. I try as much as possible to compose my photo in camera and then use Photoshop 

for cropping and final "tweaking". 

 

Editor: In what directions would you like to see your photography develop from here? 

Sandra: I am intrigued with macro photography and often take photos of the usual suspects including 

flowers and bugs. I would like to become more adept at photographing "micro mounts" aka tiny mineral 

crystals. The smaller the crystal, the more perfect it is. Because the multiple facets on each crystal reflect 

light in a multitude of directions, this genre of photography presents many challenges. 

 

2 of Sandra’s favourite photos from last year (Next page) 
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Rainy Day in Dubrovnik 

 
 

Red-necked Greb with Chick 
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Hyperfocal Distance – An Update 

By Bob Bateman 

 

KLIK: May 1985 

 
 

The general guideline in landscape photography is to focus 1/3rd into the frame and use a small 

aperture (say f/16) to obtain acceptable sharpness from foreground to background.  Foreground 

interest is very important in creating a three dimensional appearance in your image; so it helps 

to have a strong lead-in element in the foreground 

However, focusing 1/3rd into the frame can render objects close to the camera lens out of 

focus. You can refine apparent sharpness in the image by focusing at the hyperfocal distance. 

Hyperfocal distance is defined as: "The minimum distance from a lens to a point from which all 

objects, from foreground to background, will be in reasonably sharp focus". Everything from 

half the hyperfocal distance to infinity will be acceptably sharp.  

Also, the distance changes with the selected aperture; a smaller aperture allows a closer focus 

point. Do not use an aperture smaller than f/16 in order to avoid the effects of diffraction. The 

ideal lenses for this approach are in the range of 10mm to 24mm for APS-C cameras and 17mm 

to 28mm for full frame cameras.  
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Compose your image with a strong foreground (e.g. a rock or flowers or any other suitable lead 

in feature). Portrait format will yield the most dramatic foreground and greater depth in the 

background.  Select your aperture (e.g. f/16), and set your exposure.  Then refer to the 

applicable table to determine the hyperfocal distance for your chosen lens/aperture 

combination.  

If your lens has distance and depth-of-field scales, then simply align the infinity mark with the 

selected aperture. (This scale is missing on most of the modern zoom lenses).  

The attached tables provide a quick reference for Full Frame and APS-C cameras, respectively.  

For more information on these and other tables log on to www.dofmaster.com 

Full Frame Cameras 

Aperture 16mm 20mm 24mm 28mm 35mm 

f/8 3.8ft 5.6ft 8.0ft 11.0ft 17.0ft 

f/11 2.6ft 3.9ft 5.8ft 7.8ft 12.0ft 

f/16 1.9ft 2.9ft 4.0ft 5.5ft 8.5ft 
 

APS-C Size Cameras 

Aperture 12mm 15mm 17mm 20mm 24mm 

f/8 3.2ft 5.0ft 6.4ft 8.9ft 12.6ft 

f/11 2.3ft 3.5ft 4.5ft 6.2ft 9.0ft 

f/16 17ft 2.5ft 3.3ft 4.4ft 6.4ft 
 

For the mathematically inclined, the following formula provides results for full frame cameras:  

                   D = (F*F)/(f*d*12)  

       where: D = Hyperfocal distance, F = Lens Focal Length, f = Aperture,  

                   d = Circle of Confusion 1/750 inch.  

                   To convert Lens Focal Length (mm) to inches divide by 25 

 The formula can be amended for an approximate result for APS-C cameras: i.e. D=((F*F)/(f*d*12))/1.6 

 

 

http://www.dofmaster.com/
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HDR for Landscape Shooting 
By Robbie Robinson 

 

HDR (standing for high dynamic range) is a method of processing digital images that has been 
extravagantly praised and totally damned by photographers and photography viewers since it 
came into common use seven or eight years ago. It is commonly used in creative photography 

to produce surreal images of high colour saturation and very wide extremes of light and dark. 
However it can also be used to produce landscapes that have more “presence” to the viewer 

than can easily be created with a single camera shot. Trey Ratcliff was an early promoter of 
HDR, but an appreciation of the swing in the use of HDR from startlingly creative images to 
stronger pictorial photography is evident by comparing his early images in his “Stuck in 

Customs” tutorials to his more recent work. He now admits much of his earlier work was 
“mistaken.” Another indication of the widespread interest in tamer versions of HDR for general 

photography is the inclusion of an HDR function in most recent new cameras. 
 
When viewing a landscape our eyes have the ability to handle a wider range of light from very 

dark to very bright and, combined with our brain, can integrate the information contained in 
deep shadows with the information in very bright areas to give us a more detailed image of 

what is out there than normal cameras can provide in one image. RAW photo files and to a 
lesser extent jpg’s have more information in them than can be exposed by non-HDR methods. 
When photographing a landscape with brilliant white clouds in the sky and shadowy areas that 

contain important detail in the ground portion we can focus on the ground and lose (blow out) 
much of the detail in the sky through over-exposure, or we can focus on the sky and end up 

with good cloud detail but a ground portion that is strongly underexposed. Use of a gradient 
neutral density filter held over the sky portion when the shot is being taken will do much to 

balance the light in the sky with the light in the land. Taking two photos with the same 
composition but one focussed on the sky and the other focussed on the land will give us better 
balanced light values if we process the images as an aligned stack. It may be easier to select 

the correctly exposed sky in the one photo, copy it, and then paste it into the other image over 
the blown sky – easy enough to do in a number of photo-editing programs. However, these 

methods lack the subtlety usually needed to get a really convincing balance, as the shadows 
will often still have undisclosed details (or there will be burned-out highlights in the sky).  Ansel 
Adams’ burning-dodging technique to avoid these problems was the best he could do with the 

negatives and the equipment available then. 
 

With digital images we now have the ability to measure the amount of light in every portion of 
the several images we can stack and get a composite measurement of the lighting that will be 
available when the images are combined, but more importantly the new software can map the 

brightness and darkness to adjust in detail how the lighting in one portion of the composite 
image is to be blended with the lighting in another adjacent portion in a process called tone 

mapping. Don’t ask how. I don’t understand the computations that are done and I don’t want 
to. 
 

To actually put this magic to work, I set my camera to Aperture Priority, then find the Auto 
Exposure Bracketing (AEB) mode in my camera menu and set the bracketing to three points: 

often -1, 0, and +1. This mode may have a slightly different name in your menu (e.g. Auto 
Bracketing). I also have to set my camera drive to Continuous rather than Single-Shot. Finally 
I set my aperture at the f/ stop I want for the depth of field I need (usually 14 or 16 for 

landscapes unless the light is quite low) and an ISO to keep my shutter speed above about 
1/100 sec. The result of these settings is that every time I press the shutter and hold it for a 

second or so my camera will take 3 images, one at the f/ stop I set it at, one at one f/ stop 
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higher and the third at one f/ stop lower. When I play back the three images the second one 
will be darker than the first and the third one will be lighter than the first. 
 

I usually process my three image set in Photomatix Pro and I strongly recommend this software 
to anyone starting out to explore HDR. (I know there are other software packages that do HDR 

very well, e.g. NIK has one, but I like the controls that Photomatix offers for more advanced 
work.) The Photomatix software can be downloaded and used on trial for as long as you want 
at no charge, but images produced on trial will be labelled that. The current version of 

Photomatix has an excellent set of presets that show you what the software is capable of doing 
with your images, so that you can get to near the result you like very quickly. Then you can 

move the sliders to make small changes, e.g. to change the strength with which the processing 
is applied, the amount of colour saturation, the lighting, etc. You will see the results of moving 

a slider on your monitor image immediately. Photomatix will run as a stand-alone program or 
can be run as a plug-in to Photoshop, Photoshop Elements, Apple Aperture and, most usefully, 
in Adobe Lightroom. Photomatix is normally operated in its Tone Mapping / Details Enhancer 

mode. As you develop experience with the program you will want to save the settings you like 
best as one of your personal presets. I find that for daytime landscapes my settings are usually 

about 50 to 70 for Strength, 50 to 60 for Color Saturation, 2.0 for Luminosity and 2.0 for 
Microcontrast. The other settings are usually not that critical. 
 

Now to confess some of my shortcomings: I know I should use a tripod but I seldom do. Most 
of my travel photos are taken quickly with the gear I can easily carry and I have neither the 

strength nor the time to take many tripod shots. I do often take several sets of exposure 
bracketed photos of important scenes to increase my chances of getting a set that have all 3 
images sharply focussed. I also indicate to Photomatix that I am shooting without a tripod so 

that it presumably does a more thorough job of aligning the images. Also I often shoot in jpg 
when I am taking HDR sets. I have taken a number of comparative sets of RAW vs. jpg images, 

and have found that for the subjects I usually take,  the equipment I usually use, and the image 
look I am striving for, I cannot see any difference between HDRs generated from RAW images 
vs. HDRs generated from jpgs. I do not use a polarizing filter or a grad filter when I am shooting 

HDR sets. The HDR software does an excellent job of bringing out both the contrast and the 
level of colour saturation I want to see (which may be a bit more contrast and saturation than 

other photographers might like.) 
 
Here is one example of an HDR shot using 3 shots taken without a tripod from a small motorboat 

circling an iceberg off the shore of Newfoundland. The 1st image was taken with f/10 at an ISO 
of 250 which resulted in a shutter speed of 1/1250. The exposure bracketing was set to plus 

and minus 1.3 steps. This resulted in the 2nd image being underexposed, still at f/10 and 250 
ISO but with a shutter speed of 1/3200; and the 3rd image overexposed at the same f/10 and 
250 ISO but a shutter speed of 1/500. Since I was using auto-bracketing there was very little 

time between the shots so the geometry of the shots did not change significantly. Image #4 is 
the resulting HDR. It shows the details of this part of the iceberg while giving me the mildly 

dramatic sky I wanted. To my eye the result is a much better representation of what I remember 
seeing that day than are any of the three original shots used to make it. 
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Image #1 

 
Image #2 

  

Image #3 
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Image #4 

 

One more topic that needs mentioning is the use of one-shot HDR processing. Applying the 
HDR process to a single image that has been cloned to provide under and over exposed versions 

can generate an image with improved presence in a number of cases. However, increasing the 
light of an image with deep shadows covering interesting detail may not reveal that detail and 

decreasing the light of an image with blown out highlights will not cure that problem. HDR 
cannot generate detail that is not there. If the single image was taken in RAW there is much 
more likelihood that HDR will do its “magic”. While a jpg will not have the same level of detail 

it is still often worthwhile to try the HDR process to see what improvement can be obtained. I 
do this quite often. I believe there is some improvement to be seen in the single-shot HDR 

image #6 below over its original version #5, but it is not a dramatic change. 
 

 
Image # 5 
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Image #6 

 

There is more that could be added to the subject of using HDR in “non-creative” photography, 

for example in using the Photomatix approach to eliminating motion blurring to improve the 
sensation of depth in the image, but that would only be worthwhile to people who have already 
been shooting HDR images and want to try to improve them. That might be an interesting topic 

for the members of a landscape SIG to explore. 
 

Finally, HDR is not a cure-all. It won’t make a stunning image out of an image that has little 
going for it. It is just one more possible tool in the landscape photographer’s toolkit and only 
by trying it will you find out if it can be effective in helping to generate the kind of images you 

are aiming for. There are a number of books, articles and videos on HDR available now. My 
recommendation is to look at what is free if you feel you need to but don’t spend any money 

on them until you have taken a lot of HDRs and then you will be able to see if they will help 
you. I don’t believe they will. This is one technique where learning by experimenting is key. 
 

 
 

CLUB TROPHIES 
DIGITAL 

Creative President's Trophy in Memory of Herb Martin 
Pictorial President's Trophy in Memory of Herb Martin 
Photo Essay President's Trophy in Memory of Herb Martin 
Nature South Peel Camera Club 
Beginner The Ronald Manning Cup 
Intermediate The Ronald Manning Cup 
Advanced The Ronald Manning Cup 

PRINTS 
Print Theme The Wilf Nattrass Memorial Trophy 
Prints Level One David and Karen Simmonds Trophy 
Prints Level Two Jerry Soltys Trophy 

CLUB CHAMPION 
 Robbie Robinson Trophy 
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1ST A CHILDS LIFE David  Stronghill 24 1ST COMPETITION Stephen  Balke 26

2ND BENCH Raymond  Eng 24 2ND TIAN SHAN MOUNTAINS Ina  Miglin 26

3RD AT THE SLUSHY STAND Liz  McNally 23 3RD FIREWALKING CELEBRATION Warren  Davis 25

HM TIGER LILIES Jean  Girard 22 HM HORSE SHOE BEND Al  Tilson 25

HM PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION Liz  McNally 22 HM SCHWABACHERS LANDING Raymond  Hsu 25

HM CARIBANA GIRLS Bashar  Darghawth 22 HM AURORA OVER THE WHITE RIVER Tony  Paine 25

HM LAVENDER WALK Liz  McNally 23 HM CANADIAN CHAMPION Jon  Clarke 25

1ST RED NECKED GREBE FEEDING CHICKS Bob  Hawkins 26

1ST WHITE IBIS IN FLIGHT Sue  Adorjan 25 2ND MERGANSER COURTSHIP DISPLAY Bob  Hawkins 25

2ND ATLANTIC PUFFIN Lori  Metcalfe 23 3RD MEAL FOR THE CHICKS Vincent  Filteau 24

3RD SLEEPY TURTLES Sue  Adorjan 22 HM HORNED GREBE WITH FISH Bob  Hawkins 24

HM MUSHROOMS Maureen  Rodrigues 22 HM SNOWY EGRET Adela  Tivadar 24

HM SPOTTED LAGOON JELLYFISH Misbah  Ali 21

1ST FISHY BUSINESS Annette  Seip 25

2ND SUNSET BY THE CREDIT RIVER Tony  Paine 24

3RD WELCOME TO MY WORLD Marcus  Miller 24

HM WINDSWEPT Robert  Mongrain 23

1ST ZABRISKIE POINT SUNRISE Efraim  Perl 26

2ND HALF A MINNEAPOLIS MINUTE Rick  DaSilva 26

3RD GRAND CANYON SUNSET Efraim  Perl 25 1ST Strange Bug Sue Adorjan 24

HM REACHING FOR THE SUN Efraim  Perl 22 2ND Transluscent Light Study Craig Stirton 23

HM THE AQUARIUM BELIEVE IT OR NOT Jim  Evans 22 3RD Morraine Lake David Field 23

HM FOGGY DAY ON THE ROAD Chantal Chapdelaine 22 HM Iceland Church with a View Vince Filteau 22

HM HM Fishing under a Harvest Moon Vince Filteau 22

1ST FROZEN CAULDRON Rick  DaSilva 23

2ND THE HEART IN SLOT CANYON Alan  Munro 21 1ST The Racetrack Tony Paine 27

3RD GREEN TRILLIUM Jennifer  Fowler 21 2ND Old Trondheim Al Tilson 25

3RD Two Friends in the Park Stephen Balke 24

3RD Singularity Tony Paine 24

HM Sunflower Marty Pinker 23

HM Lady in Blue Marcus Miller 23

1ST ECHINACEA TEXTURE Doug  Johnston 25

2ND MAKING WAVES Jim  Evans 23

HM GUILDWOOD APHRODITE Craig  Stirton 22 1ST The Landing Marty Pinker 25

Pictorial

Creative

Creative

Pictorial

Prints Level 1
Pictorial

Nature Prints Level 2

Digital Intermediate

Season 2014 - 2015

Ribbon Winners
First Competition - November 2014

Digital Beginner Digital Advanced
Pictorial Pictorial

Nature

Nature

Creative
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Liz  McNally 68 Efraim  Perl 73 Bob  Hawkins 75 Craig Stirton 44

Sue  Adorjan 67 Rick  DaSilva 67 Raymond  Hsu 71 Sue Adorjan 44

Raymond  Eng 65 Jim  Evans 66 Tony  Paine 71 Vince Filteau 44

David  Stronghill 63 Craig  Stirton 64 Adela  Tivadar 70 David Field 44

Lori  Metcalfe 63 Chantal  Chapdelaine 64 Vincent  Filteau 70 Annette Seip 41

Bashar  Darghawth 61 Doug  Johnston 63 Ina  Miglin 69

Misbah  Ali 60 Juri  Vosu 60 Robert  Bateman 68

Ingrid  Liem 60 Jennifer  Fowler 59 Al  Tilson 68

Jean  Girard 60 Alan  Munro 59 Warren  Davis 68

Judy  Stuart 59 Janet  Dixon 59 Marcus  Miller 67 Tony Paine 51

Eleonora  Roberts 59 Myra  Jones 58 Annette  Seip 67 Marty Pinker 48

MaryAnn  Rowsome 59 Donna  Miller 57 Stephen  Balke 66 Marcus Miller 46

Gwen  Caudle 58 Sophie  Matta 57 Bob  Warren 65 Stephen Balke 46

Tom  Snow 55 Nigel  Roberts 53 Jon  Clarke 65 Al Tilson 45

Pat  Donaldson 55 Angela  Murphy 44 Fred  Dixon 64 Sandra Hawkins 45

Wendy  Mullinder 52 Paul  Ewington 64 Leonie Holmes 43

Vinod John 48 Laurie  Fenos 64 Robbie Robinson 43

Gerard  Foraie 47 Sandra  Hawkins 63 Ina Miglin 42

Maureen  Rodrigues 40 Robert  Mongrain 63 Myra Jones 41

Evarist  DSouza 34 Kevin  Chan 62

Maggie  Knight 33 Kay  Woollam 61

Tetyana  Boronylo 23 Marty  Pinker 61

Leonie  Holmes 60

David  Penty 60

Janet  Brazier 59

Linda  Wiesner 58

Robbie  Robinson 58

Bruce  Peters 54

Level Two

Season 2014 - 2015
First Competition - November 2014

SCOREBOARD

Beginner Intermediate Advanced Level One

PRINTSDIGITAL
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THE MISSISSAUGA CAMERA CLUB 

Meetings: 

Cawthra Seniors’ Community Centre,  

1389 Cawthra Road, Mississauga 

E-Mail: info@mississaugacameraclub.ca  

Web: http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KLIK SUBMISSIONS 
KLIK welcomes feedback, comments and suggestions; articles; tips, tricks and techniques; interesting 

web sites; images with comments. All submissions are usually published in the first available issue. 

 

Please send your submissions to:  

KLIK@mississaugacameraclub.ca. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Please visit our Affiliated organisations for news about events, competitions and special offers. 

 

  

The Photographic Society of America The Canadian Association for Photographic Art 

http://psa-photo.org/ http://capacanada.ca/ 

mailto:info@mississaugacameraclub.ca
http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca/
http://psa-photo.org/
http://capacanada.ca/
http://psa-photo.org/

